
International Studies Council Meeting 
7 Dec 2015 
 
Minutes 
 
Attendees: 
 
Steve Forrest (LLC), Kalpen Trivedi (IPO), Javier Campos (GSS), Krishna Poudel (Public 
Health), Jeungok Choi (Nursing), Robert Wick (Stockbridge), Carolyn Cave (CNS), Stacy 
Lutsch (IPO), John Hagen (Aerospace Studies), Jacqui Mosselson (CIE), Isabel Espinal 
(Library), Gonen Dori-Hacohen (Communication), Margaret Allard (ESL Program), Jim 
Hicks (LLC), Amy Wordelman (Five College Center for Study of World Languages), Tim 
Lang (CHC), Elizabeth Brabec (LARP) 
 
I. November minutes approved. Carolyn Cave moves to approve the minutes, Tim Lang 
seconds.  
 
II. Tim Lang introduces the two program reviews. Edinburgh Fringe review presented by 
Jenny Spencer.  Discusses the structure of the program, price and costs to students, 
including possible financial aid provided by the English Dept, CHC, IPO. Isabel Espinal 
asks how the guest speakers are set up. Jenny states that it depends on the schedule of 
plays once the schedule is released in June. Tim gives COPE summary – unanimously 
positive, academically rigorous program. Motion to approve the review – Tim. Seconded 
– Kalpen Trivedi. Unanimous approval. 
 
III. Ubuntu review presented by Kalpen Trivedi. Contextualizes the drive for summer 
programs in South Africa in 2016 and 2017. Students on this program would be enrolled 
at the historically coloured institution Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) in 
a one credit modular course – “Lead Like Mandela.”  Steve Forrest asks about 
“incidents” – no safety or security concerns? Kalpen reiterates the setup we have there 
is very secure; we run a tight ship. Amy Wordelman asks about having South African 
students enrolled on the program. Kalpen says not this year but it is something we are 
working towards. Tim gives COPE summary – full support and a good thing to try in 2016 
as it would increase the credits from 3 to 4. Asked Michael to report on successes and 
failures in 2016. Part of the attraction is to develop a long-term relationship with CPUT. 
Tim moves to approve the addition to the program. Carolyn seconds. Unanimous 
approval.  
 
IV. Update on Cuba by Stacy Lutsch. Provider originally contracted told IPO they would 
be unable to provide the program they were hired to do. IPO negotiated with provider 
and faculty leader to create a modified version of program.  
 
Tim notes that COPE will reconvene in January.  
 



V. Directors Report from Jack Ahern. Provides a brief history of the ACE 
Internationalization Plan: Draft plan of ACE released in April, Jack brought it back to 
faculty senate groups in the fall, such as GSS (met with them this afternoon). Plan to 
continue the “tour” of faculty senate councils in the Spring. Looking for volunteers to 
join Jack, starting this Friday with Research Council. Lifting is as heavy as you want, as 
light as simply showing up. John Hagen and Javier Campos volunteer. Tim asks if the 
report made it into the University’s strategic plan. Jack says this was never the part of 
the plan; original idea was that they would run parallel to each other. Jim Hicks asks for 
a schedule of the other council meetings that Jack plans on attending. Jack offers open 
invitation for any ISC member to attend in the spring.  
 
VI. Update on language requirements by Gonen Dori-Hacohen – Global Ed requirement 
has shifted from SBS college approval to departmental. Needs faculty senate approval 
since it affects curriculum and majors. Gonan doesn't know timelines. Elizabeth Brabec 
explains that with LARP joining SBS, they relaxed language req for them. This is 
happening again now with Resource Economics joining, since they have no requirement 
either. Now it has to be a departmental approval since all departments in the college 
don’t follow this.  
 
VII. Jack finishes by asking ISC members to evaluate the IPO internationalization grants – 
anyone can review as many as they want, from zero to all 12 of them. Gonan asks about 
automatic funding of some departments with only one applicant. Jack asks for feedback 
if anyone feels those grants should not be funded.  
 
VIII. New international faculty reception at Newman Center this evening from 4-6pm.  
 
IX. Hokkaido fully funded PhD scholarships. Ag, Robotics, Sustainability, for degree 
seeking PhD students.  
 
 


